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ntgrate is green.
-and peachy orange, ruby red, soft gray
What do colours reveal about you?
By choosing a neutral beige or a bold red, you are telling the world something about yourself.
But whatever collection you choose, you always go green with ntgrate®.
The colour of Mother Nature.
A natural, sustainable design product that will last you an eternity.
Ntgrate monitors all innovative processes: link by link.
During every step of the production process,
we endeavour to use environmentally friendly materials and processes.
All of our raw materials are REACH compliant and harmless.
The weight of ntgrate with Greenfelt backing is 33% lower than conventionally woven vinyl products, as well.
This, in turn, reduces carbon emissions during transport.
Additionally, 10% of Greenfelt’s overall weight is made up of recycled materials.
The main raw materials are natural materials such as sand and salt.
Then again, the chemical (harmless) raw materials are phthalate-free.
During every step, we strive for ‘zero waste’.
That way, you only pay for what you get and we save the environment.
Want to know more?
Ask for our environmental policy and our green certificates and attestations.
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19db
Innovation has never sounded so silent.
Just have a listen. Can you hear the silence of our latest ‘Greenfelt’ technology?
This innovative backing contains an additional felt layer for additional acoustic comfort.
Greenfelt reduces impact noise with as much as 19 dB according to the ISO 10140 standard.
Thanks to its excellent dB value ntgrate proves a perfect alternative
to pile carpet from an acoustic perspective as well.
ntgrate surpasses even the acoustic values of hard floors or LVT by a large margin.
.
Fire-retardant.
In addition to this absolute advantage this choice of material offers you additional protection, as well.
Greenfelt effectively complies with the highest standards in terms of fire retardancy (EN 13501-1 : Bfls1)

Nice to ntgrate with you.
ntgrate
Rijksweg 125, 8531 Bavikhove
T +32 56 719 543
info@ntgrate.eu / www.ntgrate.eu
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Zzzen all the way.
Thanks to the Greenfelt backing the weight of ntgrate floor covering
has been reduced by as much as 33% when compared with conventionally woven vinyl products.
It offers many advantages during installation, benefitting the ergonomics of the installer, as well.
ntgrate can also recommend certified installers if required.
Perfect installation guaranteed!
Ntgrate Greenfelt, the new standard in floor quality:
dimensionally stable with a very strong wear resistance and colour uniformity.
Approved for intensive, high commercial use.
Feel like organizing a marathon in your new interior? Get set. Go!
Nice to ntgrate with you.
ntgrate
Rijksweg 125, 8531 Bavikhove
T +32 56 719 543
info@ntgrate.eu / www.ntgrate.eu

